Congratulations, You Made the Power List!
WHATS NEXT FOR FINALIST AND TOP 25’s?

YOU WERE NOMINATED AND SELECTED AS A LEADING WOMAN
Entrepreneur, Intrapreneur, Brand Builder or Socialpreneur.
You are representative of so many women’s dreams and
we are proud to showcase your success!

We accepted nominations for various exposure opportunities
and a special section in New Jersey Monthly over the last months.

Judgment criteria for all nominees included: Innovation,
Community Involvement and Advocacy for Women.
A listing of the finalists will be published in the October 2019 New Jersey Monthly
Magazine issue, which will reach over 750,000 households.

Your feature story will be positioned under the context of being a Leading Woman.
You will simply reserve your package and our team of branding experts does the rest.

3We design the page, write the content, offer
an optional photo session and then you are
provided with a PDF of your story that you can
use in all your print and social media efforts
for years to come.

3Don’t forget, the LWE section has an
exponential marketing affect because it gets
distributed to the entire LWE network and
to the networks of those published in the
section.

3Your story will reach over 750,000 households 3This is a permanent, media opportunity that
in the state and be available on the home
page on NJMonthly.com.

NJ MONTHY OFFERS
SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL
RATES! ONLY FOR
LWE SECTION.
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gives you the ability to say “Featured in New
Jersey Monthly”; do not miss the chance to
brand yourself as an expert.

TEXT: NJM TO: 201-817-6200
AND CONFIRM YOUR FEATURE STORY

I

1-877-593-2090

I

I N F O @ LW E W O R L D. CO M

TM

LEADING WOMEN
IntraPRENEURS

TM

& Corporate Leaders

Proudly Market Yourself!
Gain Visibility
Reach an influential
group of 750,000
readers and referral
sources in an issue
readers will hold
onto and refer back
to again and again!

Choose Your
Package

Profile Ad
Sizes

Bonus
Magazines

Profile
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AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION:
DIVORCE & SEPARATION
CHILD CUSTODY & SUPPORT
MEDIATION SERVICES

Price: $10,000
Member Price:
$9,000
Value $16,100

PRENUPTIAL & POSTNUPTIAL
AGREEMENTS
POSTDIVORCE ISSUES
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Law Group

LLC

Bari Z. Weinberger, Weinberger Law Group

B

ari Z. Weinberger, founder and managing
partner of Weinberger Law Group, experienced
divorce firsthand when she witnessed the end of her
parents’ marriage as a child. Fast forward to 2008, when
she decided to start her own family law practice, and
decided that her firm would be different. Through its
sole focus on divorce and family law, Weinberger Law
Group is devoted to enhancing the lives of clients
through “compassionate counsel.”
This refreshing approach to such a sensitive and
personal area of law has helped Weinberger Law
Group grow from 2 employees to a staff of 52 with
offices throughout New Jersey... all in less than 6 years.
Under Bari’s leadership, the firm’s team approach and
pursuit of professional excellence has created an
incredibly positive employee work culture, recognized

CON TAC T I N FO:
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Includes
Copy Editor &
Photographer

Weinberger

“Bari Zell Weinberger is devoted to enhancing the lives of her divorce and family law clients
through ‘compassionate counsel.’”

as one of New Jersey’s “Best Places to Work.”
Today, Weinberger Law Group is the largest divorce
and family law firm in New Jersey and a trusted
authority in all areas of family law, including: divorce,
child custody, child support, alimony, domestic
violence, same-sex marriage and divorce, prenuptial
agreements, and more.
Bari’s extensive family law credentials support her
success. She is a certified Matrimonial Law attorney,
a designation achieved by only two percent of New
Jersey attorneys, and is the recipient of countless
awards and recognitions. She is a regular resource for
news, TV and radio media outlets. However, her true
joy and passion comes from being there for clients and
helping them transition into a more fulfilling chapter
in their lives.

Bari Zell Weinberger, Esq. | Weinberger Law Group, LLC.
800 891 1794 | Bari@wlg com | www WeinbergerLawGroup com
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Leading Women
Entrepreneurs
Membership:
Get discounts on marketing
and complimentary entrance
into LWE networking events.
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D EN TISTRY

PREMIUM
Price: $6,500
Member Price:
$5,500
Value $9,000
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COSMETIC DENTISTRY
IMPLANTS,CROWNS & BRIDGES
EXTREME MAKEOVERS
SYRINGEFREE PAINLESS
NOVOCAINE
CONSCIOUS SEDATION &
NITROUS OXIDE
INTRAORAL CAMERA &
COSMETIC IMAGING
DIGITAL XRAYS
BOTOX & FILLERS FOR FACIAL
CONTOURING
INVISALIGN STRAIGHTENING
TEETH WHITENING
PORCELAIN VENEERS

“Our name represents our treatment philosophy. Patient comfort is very important to me.
The office is specifically designed to not look like a dental office. It’s an elegant and soothing
environment where the nervous patient is able to relax.”

SLEEP APNEA TREATMENTS

Dr. Linda E. Stone, Gentle Caring Dentistry
The Possibilities are Endless

W

hile Dr. Linda E. Stone may be familiar to
many as the genius behind Gentle Caring
Dentistry and the architect of some of the nicest
smiles in the area, she is also dedicated to providing
support and encouragement for professional women
interested in starting their own careers.
Dr. Stone is a true entrepreneur and was at the forefront of women in the dental industry when she began
her career path in1982. She saw the need for a new
kind of dentist, a doctor empathetic and compassionate
enough to work with patients who experience
significant stress and anxiety when visiting the dentist.
As a consequence of their fears, these patients avoid
needed care and suffer both physically and socially.
Seeing a chance to help those patients change their
lives for the better inspired Dr. Stone to open Gentle
Caring Dentistry in the 90’s.

CON TAC T I N FO:

In her new practice, she combined her cosmetic
dentistry skills with her unique understanding of
patient concerns to provide an environment in which
the most nervous patients are able to relax and receive
much needed care without pain or fear. Since then,
she has been responsible for helping people regain
control of their lives by providing them with the smile
of their dreams.
Although Dr. Stone’s main focus is dentistry she
incorporates the most state-of- the-art techniques, and
her private practice has evolved into providing total
makeovers, a strong signal of the entrepreneurial spirit
which first drove her to offer innovative dental care.
The ultimate proof of entrepreneurial leadership
and guidance is that Dr. Vanna Stone, Dr. Stone’s
daughter, is joining the practice and will add her own
expertise and skill.

✓
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Copy Editor &
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Dr. Linda E. Stone | Gentle Caring Dentistry | The Possibilities are Endless
973 994 3112 | GentleCaringDentistry@gmail com | GentleCaringDentistry com
201 South Livingston Avenue, Suite 2C, Livingston, New Jersey 07039
PHOTOGRAPH BY WES ADAM www wesadamphotographer com
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In 2019 Leading Women
Entrepreneurs will bring
together the innovators
who are writing their own
rules, collaborating,
embracing empowerment,
advocating for women
and reaching their
ultimate potential by
forging new progressive
paths to growth.

SMART

Price: $3,200
Member Price:
$2,900
Value $6,030

IN V ESTM EN TS
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Susan McGlory Michel, Glen Eagle Advisors, LLC
Firm Founder Brings Unique Perspective and Skills
to Wealth Management
Glen Eagle Advisors, headquartered in Princeton, NJ, is an independent, full
service investment firm with advisors in 6 states. The culture of the firm
reflects the personality of its owner, Susan McGlory Michel, a 25 year
industry veteran. “Our focus is on building long term, caring relationships
with each client. Whether it is funding college education, setting up a business
retirement plan, trusts and estate planning, or financing a vacation home, we
work with clients holistically,” states Susan Michel. When Susan entered the
financial services industry as an advisor in 1988, “female financial advisors
were rare at the time,” she says, “and I felt I had a unique perspective to offer.”
As a certified Woman Business Enterprise (WBE) Susan is passionate about helping
other women succeed as financial advisors and in working with other woman business
owners. The firm’s unique culture is summarized in its motto “Faith, Family, Firm.”

CON TAC T I N FO:
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Caryn Kopp, Chief Door Opener®, Kopp Consulting, LLC
Door Opener® Service
Opening Doors So You Can Close Sales

You’re good at what you do—really good. All that’s keeping your business
from greater success is getting more initial meetings with prospects. You need
to find a way to get in front of more decision makers with money to spend.
Here’s a solution—call The Door Openers®!
Caryn Kopp’s Door Opener® Service has helped thousands of businesses
secure important meetings with high-level decision makers in Fortune 500
companies.
Kopp’s team of elite Door Openers® consistently gets results when others
can’t. That’s because each Door Opener® has 10 to 15 years’ new business
development experience and each was previously a corporate decision maker.
Most companies cannot afford a business developer of this caliber. By using Kopp’s
service, companies can “rent” one.
“We are exceptionally talented at getting clients into that initial meeting,” says
Caryn Kopp, Chief Door Opener®. “Our Door Openers® step into a situation, know
what to do, and do it. We enjoy finding opportunities for our clients and helping
their businesses grow.”
CON TAC T I N FO:

Kopp Consulting, The Door Opener® Service
908 781 7546 | ckopp@koppconsultingusa com | www koppconsultingusa com
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Glen Eagle Advisors, LLC
609 631 8231 | Toll-free: 1 866 912 1440 | Info@gleneagleadv com | www gleneagleadv com
353 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540
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